Defying Convention

Our Rebel Series

Sophistication:
Untamed
You want to be a boundary-pusher - a free-thinker who
dreams big and leaves behind a legacy others only dream of.
You want to break the mold. You didn’t work this hard to
tread softly on well-worn paths. You want to tear up the map
and fiercely follow your passions.
Let’s be the disrupters. Let’s be unafraid to make some waves.
This is for those of us who know that fortune favors the bold.
Who know that when it comes to forging success, luck has
nothing to do with it.

Untame your aesthetic.

In addition to our modified ash
and pine, Drift uses expertlymodified spruce to create a
stunning product with a 25+ year
rot-resistance rating.

Our Rebel Series

Defying Convention
Patience may be a virtue, but passion can make you restless. Drift gives you a headstart on getting the rustic, silver
finish you’d otherwise have to wait years to achieve. Because you know what? Sometimes virtue is overrated.

APPLICATIONS

SPECIES

CLADDING

SPRUCE

DECKING

WHITE ASH
SCOTS PINE

COLORING

* Choose one of our

standard colors or leave
it natural (unoiled).

Get the look of reclaimed
wood without the
unknowns, and with the
unrivaled stability and
rot-resistance of Thermory
products.

Spruce

Cladding

Scots Pine

Decking

20 X 186 mm
CLADDING C15
26 X 140 mm DECKING - D4 SG

(JEM)
Brushed, oiled
Installation 60mm screw

Brushed, oiled
Platinum
(Exterior)

Black Pearl
(Exterior)

Installation - Plastic clip

Natural – unoiled
(Interior & Exterior)

26 X 140 mm DECKING - D4
Ocean Mist (Exterior)

Brushed, oiled

Smoked Brandy
(Interior)

White Ash

Sandy Pearl
(Interior)

Gun Powder
(Interior)

Silver Storm
(Interior)

White Ash

Decking

Cladding

Our Rebel Series

20 X 132 mm DECKING - D4 SG2 (JEM)
Brushed, oiled
Installation - B2-B or T6 hidden clip

20 X 132 mm
CLADDING

20 X 132 mm DECKING - D4 (JEM)

C20 (JEM)

Brushed, oiled

Brushed, oiled
Installation
60mm screw

Natural –
unoiled
(Interior and
Exterior)

Moonlight Rum (Exterior)

Moonlight Rum (Exterior)
*Drift comes in a number of colors. Choose one of our standard colors or
leave it natural (unoiled). As the product ages, it will gradually transition to
platinum grey, undergoing a truly unique aesthetic evolution.
So go ahead. Unabashedly create the aesthetic you want (without
sacrificing beauty or durability). We dare you.

Driven by
innovation.
Thermory harbors a deep desire to create
innovative solutions that offer unrivaled
efficiency and beauty in wood.

Our Rebel Series

Our Rebel Series brings this desire to life. Drift
was released at the international Thermory 20th
anniversary event in 2017.
But we’re not stopping here. What’s next for the
Thermory and the Rebel Series? You’ll have to
wait and see.

Providing Architects and Builders with
Superior Paving, Decking and Pedestal Products.
Commercial | Luxury Residential | Municipal

Extended Team

Sales Representatives

We can also provide technical consultation and
installation training for projects that involve Buzon
Pedestals. Please contact us to discuss your particular
needs. HDG Building Materials also has a network of
experienced installers in many major cities. Please contact
us for introductions or referrals.

Sales representatives for HDG Building Materials are located in
the Pacific Northwest, Southern California, and Iowa. In Texas,
Collier Galvin Associates is ready to serve you.
Outside of those regions? No problem, we are happy to serve.
Please contact us at 503.360.9551

HDG Building Materials

Commercial | Luxury Residential | Municipal
5317 NW Goodwin Loop
Camas, WA 98607
HDG Building Materials is an authorized dealer
for Thermory and is the national distributor
for Thermory Pavers.

503.360.9551
sales@hdgbuildingmaterials.com

